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On trend:

Geometrics
Geometric patterns and line work have been used in architecture and interior
design for centuries. In 2019, they continue to feature across many collections,
with both contemporary approaches and a nod to the past with cultural
patterning, mark-making and techniques. The many and varied designs take
inspiration and influence from Japan, South America, and areas of South East
Asia and the Pacific, amidst other reference points.

Geometric designs are on trend, and are reflected in furniture styles and
tiles, fabric and wall patterns and across other homewares also.

Explore a few of Seneca's latest geometric designs below in this email, or visit
our website and showrooms for more.
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TATOO from Elitis: Vegetable fibre and
raw material from the Panoramique
Collection.

DIABOLO from Elitis: Printed silk cushion
cover, piping finish and invisible zip.

MODERNA by Mark Alexander: With a
distinct linearity combined with an
exuberance of texture and colour,
Moderna alludes to the multi-cultural, mid-
century Modernism of Brasil.

ROCKY from Elitis: Rug in Jute, 3 sizes, 5
colours. Click the image for more images
and other colourways.

http://www.elitis.fr/en/panoramique/collection-panoramique-366/drawing-tatoo-566#.XTZVsi2B27o
http://www.elitis.fr/en/accessory/collection-l-accessoire-246/drawing-diabolo-631#.XTZSKC2B27o
https://www.markalexander.com/collections/moderna
http://www.elitis.fr/en/accessory/collection-l-accessoire-246/drawing-rocky-648#.XTZUOS2B27o


KALANGUT from Elitis: This collection
gives voice to the 70s. 

SCALA Rug from Romo:  Expertly crafted
from the finest pure wool, this hand tufted
rug has a rich, deep pile and soft texture
in a large scale contemporary chevron
design.

MARVIN from Margo Selby for
Osborne&Little: Complementary coloured
diamonds and triangles form a tessellating
pattern in cut velvet. Named after the soul
singer Marvin Gaye.

See our latest collections, and read
our latest updates by following our

Facebook page.
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